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Writing RESULTS (DHoffmann) 

Name of candidate: xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Profession: Medical 

Date: 1Nov 2020 

Subtest 
MARKS 
(see page 
2)

CEFR* 
language 
level 

OET 
equivalent Comments (skills demonstrated; skills needing improvement) 

Writing 23.5/38 B2+ 310 / C+ 

CAN 
• format a professional letter
• communicate in a formal and understandable manner medical information
• group related ideas logically within paragraphs

NEEDS TO 
• prioritise information from case notes
• exclude irrelevant information and be more concise in summarising, where

appropriate for the specific reader
• significantly improve grammar e.g. use of past perfect vs. simple past (see

comments)
• revise use of articles

*CEFR = Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
NOTE: OET grades A (high skills) to C (low skills). The CEFR grades A (beginner = low skills) to C2 (advanced =high skills). See page 3.

Recommendations  (study resources) 
Writing Review above and sample letter 

Practice exercise for use of past perfect vs. simple past: 
https://www.perfect-english-grammar.com/past-perfect-continuous-past-simple-exercise-1.html 

Subtest OET Marking Criteria Definition of criterion Marks 

Writing 

Purpose Is the purpose of your letter expanded and immediately clear to 
your reader in the first paragraph? 2.5 / 3 

Content Is all the important information included? Is the information you 
included accurate?  5 / 7 

Conciseness & Clarity Did you leave out all irrelevant information? (Yes!) Is the relevant 
information you did include concisely stated? 3.5 / 7 

Genre & Style 

Is the letter formatted as a professional letter? Do you use 
polite/professional tone? Do you use the correct level of technical 
language for your intended reader? Does your letter remain non-
judgmental and factual /clinical?  Are any abbreviations you use 
only those your reader would be expected to know? 

5.5 / 7 

Organisation & layout 

Is information in your letter prioritised? Did you group related 
information together logically? Do you use paragraphs 
adequately? Does information/topics flow logically and smoothly 
from one paragraph to the next? Can your reader get a quick and 
relevant picture of the patient? Can your reader quickly find 
specific information (thanks to your layout)?  

3 / 7 

Language 

Is your writing and language easy to understand –do your 
sentences promote readability? Does your language cause strain, 
confusion or misunderstanding? (No!) Are your vocabulary, 
grammar, punctuation and spelling appropriate?  

4 / 7 

https://www.perfect-english-grammar.com/past-perfect-continuous-past-simple-exercise-1.html


Dr John McLennon 
Psychiatrist 
Royal Mental Health Clinic 
177 Park Avenue 
Newtown  

29._November.2014 

Re: Ms. Dolores Hoffmann 
D.O.B: 22.06.1986 

Dear Dr McLennon, 

I am writing to refer Ms. Hoffmann, a single woman with a very busy and stressful sales assistant job, (1) 
for your help and treatment. She has a (2) reactive depression and anxiety. 

On 11. December.2013 (3) Ms. Hoffmann presented after a night out with a friend. She had had(4) 
multiple alcoholic drinks, fainted for five-ten minutes, vomited once with no history that fits seizures or 
incontinence. She reported having a very stressful and (5) busy work   job (6) in sales assistance.      

On 22. November.2014 (3) Ms. Hoffmann came for a consult consultation (7) complained complaining 
(8) that her stressful job made her depressed. She has had (9) nightmares, insomnia, she find it found 
it(9) difficult to get up from bed, has and had (9) a loss of appetite and low libido. She also has  had (9) 
poor memory and concentration, loss of pleasure, and  loss of confidence and low tolerance for alcohol. 
She broke had broken (10) up with her long-term boyfriend whom she was living with. Now living alone, 
she is (11) considering quitting her job and wants a break from working. I recommend referring 
recommended a referral (12) her to a psychiatrist but she resisted, and I prescribed temazepam 20mg 
30mins before bed. Today Sshe has not filled her temazepam script and but has now agreed to be 
referred to a psychiatrist. 

I would be grateful if you can help, assess, and treat Ms. Hoffman. Please contact me if you needed  
need (13) any further information. 

Yours sincerely, 
Doctor 

Commented [U1]: IRRELEVANT INFORMATION: Apart
from the last line the medical history, this paragraph is not 
immediately relevant. The less important information could 
be summarised and incorporated into a later paragraph in 
the letter along with the other visits to the doctor. 

Commented [U2]: A lot of information in this paragraph. 
It could be a more concise list of symptoms, with a separate 
paragraph on the social background. 



COMMENTS 

(1) PUNCTUATION: comma 

(2) GRAMMAR: no article required 

(3) FORMATTING of date: 11 December 2013 OR 11th December 2013 OR December 13, 2013 are correct
formats. 

(4) GRAMMAR: past perfect tense (had + 3rd form of the verb) is used to discuss things that happened 
before or up to a certain time in the past. 

(5) GRAMMAR:  conjunction required and 

(6) IDIOM:  CORRECT: ‘job in sales’   or ‘works as a sales assistant’  or’ Job as a sales assistant’ 

(7) GRAMMAR: consultation is the noun 

(8) GRAMMAR: participle clause - CORRECT: she presented complaining of… 

(9) GRAMMAR: simple past tense 

(10) GRAMMAR: past perfect tense (had + 3rd form of the verb) is used to discuss things that happened 
before or up to a certain time in the past.

(11) GRAMMAR: Your sentence or clause needs a subject (‘she’ or ‘Ms. Hoffmann’) 

(12) GRAMMAR:  CORRECT: I recommended referral to a psychiatrist OR I recommended she see a 
psychiatrist 

(13) GRAMMAR: conditional 0 with simple present tense – “please contact me if you need any further
information.” 
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